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REFINED GELFAND MODELS FOR WREATH PRODUCTS
FABRIZIO CASELLI AND ROBERTA FULCI
Abstract. In [F. Caselli, Involutory reflection groups and their models, J.
Algebra 24 (2010), 370–393] it is constructed a uniform Gelfand model for
all non-exceptional irreducible complex reflection groups which are involutory.
This model can be naturally decomposed into the direct sum of submodules
indexed by symmetric conjugacy classes, and in this paper we present a simple
combinatorial description of the irreducible decomposition of these submodules
if the group is the wreath product of a cyclic group with a symmetric group.
This is attained by showing that such decomposition is compatible with the
generalized Robinson-Schensted correspondence for these groups.
1. Introduction
A Gelfand model of a finite groupG is a G-module isomorphic to the multiplicity-
free sum of all its irreducible complex representations. In [4], a Gelfand model is
constructed for all involutory reflection groups, a class of finite complex reflection
groups which contains all infinite families of irreducible Coxeter groups and all the
wreath products G(r, n). More precisely, a finite subgroup G of GL(n,C) will be
called involutory if the dimension of its Gelfand model is equal to the number of
its absolute involutions, i.e. elements g satisfying gg¯ = 1, where g¯ denotes the
entrywise complex conjugate of g. If we restrict our attention to complex reflection
groups of the form G(r, p, n), we have the following result ([4, Theorem 4.5]).
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a complex reflection group of the form G(r, p, n). Then G
is involutory if and only if GCD(p, n) = 1, 2.
The Gelfand model for G(r, p, n) constructed in [4] is based on the theory of
projective reflection groups introduced in [3]. If G = G(r, n), the setting is much
simpler and the model (M,̺) for such groups looks as follows.
• M is the vector space having a basis indexed by the set I(r, n) of the
absolute involutions of G(r, n), :
M =
⊕
v∈I(r,n)
C Cv
• the morphism ̺ : G(r, n)→ GL(M) has the form
̺(g)(v) = φg(v)C|g|v|g|−1 ,
where φg(v) is a scalar and |g| is the natural projection of g ∈ G(r, n) into
Sn which “forgets” colors.
Key words and phrases. Reflection groups, models, absolute involutions.
MSC: 05E15.
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A more precise description of the model (and of the notation used) is deferred to
§2. Nevertheless, what we know about this model is already enough to observe that
there is an immediate decomposition of M into submodules. To describe this, we
need one further definition. If g, h ∈ G(r, n) we say that g and h are Sn-conjugate
if there exists σ ∈ Sn such that g = σhσ
−1, and we call Sn-conjugacy classes, or
symmetric conjugacy classes, the corresponding equivalence classes. If c is a Sn-
conjugacy class of absolute involutions in I(r, n) we denote by M(c) the subspace
of M spanned by the basis elements Cv indexed by the absolute involutions v
belonging to the class c, and it is clear that
M =
⊕
c
M(c) as G-modules,
where the sum runs through all Sn-conjugacy classes of absolute involutions in
I(r, n). It is natural to ask if we can describe the irreducible decomposition of
the submodules M(c). This decomposition is known if G is the symmetric group
Sn = G(1, n) (see [7, 1]). We will show that the irreducible decomposition of these
submodules is well behaved with respect to the generalized Robinson-Schensted
correspondence (see §2) introduced and studied by Stanton and White [12], so
answering to a problem raised in [4] (see also [2] for an analogous question).
Let us briefly clarify the meaning of ’well behaved with respect to the Robinson-
Schensted correspondence’.
The irreducible representations of G(r, n) are naturally parametrized by the ele-
ments of the set Fer(r, n), i.e. the set of r-tuples of Ferrers diagrams (λ(0), . . . , λ(r−1))
with
∑
|λ(i)| = n (see Proposition 2.1), and we denote by ρλ(0),...,λ(r−1) the irre-
ducible representation of G(r, n) corresponding to the r-tuple (λ(0), . . . , λ(r−1)) ∈
Fer(r, n). If v is an absolute involution in G(r, n), we denote by Sh(v) the ele-
ment of Fer(r, n) which is the shape of the multitableaux of the image of v via the
generalized Robinson-Schensted correspondence. Namely, we let
Sh(v)
def
= (λ(0), . . . , λ(r−1)),
where
v
RS
−→ [(P0, . . . , Pr−1), (P0, . . . , Pr−1)], Pi of shape λ
(i).
For notational convenience we also let Sh(c) = ∪v∈cSh(v) ⊂ Fer(r, n) and we are
now ready to state the main result of this work.
Theorem 1.2. Let c be a Sn-conjugacy class of absolute involutions in G(r, n).
Then the following decomposition holds:
M(c) ∼=
⊕
(λ(0),...,λ(r−1))∈Sh(c)
ρλ(0),...,λ(r−1) .
For the reader’s convenience we will treat the case of the Weyl groups Bn
def
=
G(2, n) of type B in full detail, and we will describe afterwards in §6 the outline
of the proof for the general case of wreath products, focusing in particular on how
the proof for Bn should be adapted in this general case.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we collect the notation and the prelimi-
nary results which are needed, including a description of the generalized Robinson-
Schensted correspondence for wreath products studied by Stanton and White in
[12] and the definition of the Gelfand model for G(r, n) constructed by the first
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author in [4]. In §3 we generalize an idea appearing in [7] to provide a charac-
terization in terms of inductions and restrictions of a representation of Bn which
is the multiplicity-free sum of all irreducible representations indexed by pairs of
Ferrers diagrams having all rows of even length. In §4, which is really the heart
of the paper, using the characterization obtained in the previous section, we de-
scribe a partial result of Theorem 1.2 which is the irreducible decomposition of the
submodule M(c) corresponding to the symmetric conjugacy class c of involutions
with no fixed points and with a given number of negative entries. The proof of the
full result appears then in §5, where we make use of some results which are the
analogous in type B of very well-known facts about symmetric groups. Finally, in
§6, we sketch a proof of the general result for the wreath products G(r, n).
We end this introduction by mentioning that the more involved case of involutory
reflection groups of the form G(r, p, n) with GCD(p, n) = 1, 2 will be treated by the
authors in a forthcoming paper that makes use of the results of the present work.
2. Notation and prerequisites
In this section we collect the notation that is used in this paper as well as the
preliminary results that are needed.
We let Z be the set of integer numbers and N be the set of nonnegative integer
numbers. For a, b ∈ Z, with a ≤ b we let [a, b] = {a, a+1, . . . , b} and, for n ∈ N we
let [n]
def
= [1, n]. For r ∈ N, r > 0, we let Zr
def
= Z/rZ and ζr be the primitive r-th
root of unity ζr
def
= e
2pii
r .
The main subject of this work are the wreath products G(r, n) = Cr ≀Sn that we
are going to describe. If A is a matrix with complex entries we denote by |A| the
real matrix whose entries are the absolute values of the entries of A. The wreath
product group G(r, n) can be realized as the group of all n× n matrices satysfying
the following conditions:
• the non-zero entries are r-th roots of unity;
• there is exactly one non-zero entry in every row and every column (i.e. |A|
is a permutation matrix).
If the non-zero entry in the i-th row of g ∈ G(r, n) is ζzir we let zi(g)
def
= zi ∈ Zr,
we say that z1(g), . . . , zn(g) are the colors of g, and we let z(g) =
∑
zi(g).
We sometimes think of an element g ∈ G(r, n) as a colored permutation, i.e. as
a map
〈ζr〉[n] → 〈ζr〉[n]
ζkr i 7→ ζ
k+zi(g)
r |g|(i),
where 〈ζr〉[n] is the set of numbers of the form ζkr i for some k ∈ Zr and i ∈ [n],
and |g| ∈ Sn is the permutation defined by |g|(i) = j if gi,j 6= 0. We may observe
that an element g ∈ G(r, n) is uniquely determined by the permutation |g| and
by the color vector (z1(g), . . . , zn(g)), and we will often write g = [σ; z1, . . . , zn],
with σ ∈ Sn and zi ∈ Zr meaning that |g| = σ and zi(g) = zi for all i ∈ [n].
Sometimes it can also be convenient to make use of the window notation of g and
write g = [g(1), . . . , g(n)].
In [8, Chapter 4] we can find a description of the set Irr(r, n) consisting of all
irreducible complex representations of G(r, n) that we briefly recall. Given a parti-
tion λ = (λ1, . . . , λl) of n, the Ferrers diagram of shape λ is a collection of boxes,
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arranged in left-justified rows, with λi boxes in row i. We denote by Fer(r, n) the
set of r-tuples (λ(0), . . . , λ(r−1)) of Ferrers diagrams such that
∑
|λ(i)| = n. If
µ ∈ Fer(r, n) we denote by ST µ the set of all possible fillings of the boxes in µ with
all the numbers from 1 to n appearing once, in such way that rows are increasing
from left to right and columns are incresing from top to bottom in every single
Ferrers diagram of µ. We also say that ST µ is the set of standard multitableaux of
shape µ. Moreover we let ST (r, n)
def
= ∪µ∈Fer(r,n)ST µ.
In the following result the set Irr(r, n) is described explicitly in terms of the irre-
ducible representations of the symmetric group. Here and in what follows we use
the symbol ⊙ for external tensor product of representations and the symbol ⊗ for
internal tensor product of representations.
Proposition 2.1. We have
Irr(r, n) = {ρλ(0),...,λ(r−1) , with (λ
(0), . . . , λ(r−1)) ∈ Fer(r, n)},
where the irreducible representation ρλ(0),...,λ(r−1) of G(r, n) is given by
ρλ(0),...,λ(r−1) = Ind
G(r,n)
G(r,n0)×···×G(r,nr−1)
(
r−1⊙
i=0
(γ⊗ini ⊗ ρ˜λ(i))
)
,
where:
• ni = |λ(i)|;
• ρ˜λ(i) is the natural extension to G(r, ni) of the irreducible (Specht) repre-
sentation ρλ(i) of Sni , i.e. ρ˜λ(i)(g)
def
= ρλ(i)(|g|) for all g ∈ G(r, ni).
• γni is the 1-dimensional representation of G(r, ni) given by
γni : G(r, ni)→ C
∗
g 7→ ζz(g)r .
Recall the classical Robinson-Schensted correspondence from [11, §7.11]). This
correspondence has been extended to wreath product groups G(r, n) in [12] in
the following way. Given g ∈ G(r, n) and j ∈ Zr , we let {i1, . . . , ih} = {l ∈
[n] : zl(g) = j}, with ik < ik+1 for all k ∈ [h − 1], and we consider the two-line
array Aj =
(
i1 i2 · · · ih
σ(i1) σ(i2) · · · σ(ih)
)
, where σ = |g|, and the pair of tableaux
(Pj , Qj) obtained by applying the Robinson-Schensted correspondence to Aj . Then
the correspondence
g 7→ [P (g), Q(g)]
def
= [(P0, . . . , Pr−1), (Q0, . . . , Qr−1)]
is a bijection between G(r, n) and pairs of standard multitableaux in ST (r, n) of
the same shape, and we call it the generalized Robinson-Schensted correspondence.
We also recall that an element g ∈ G(r, n) is an absolute involution if and only if
g 7→ [(P0, . . . , Pr−1), (P0, . . . , Pr−1)] for some (P0, . . . , Pr−1) ∈ ST (r, n) under the
generalized Robinson-Schensted correspondence.
If M is a complex vector space and ρ : G→ GL(M) is a representation of G we
say that the pair (M,ρ) is a Gelfand model if it is isomorphic as a G-module to the
direct sum of all irreducible modules of G with multiplicity one.
A particular case of the main result in [4] is the explicit construction of a Gelfand
model for the groups G(r, n) that we are going to describe.
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If σ, τ ∈ Sn with τ2 = 1 we let invτ (σ) = |{Inv(σ) ∩ Pair(τ)|, where
Inv(σ) = {{i, j} : (j − i)(σ(j)− σ(i)) < 0}
and
Pair(τ) = {{i, j} : τ(i) = j 6= i}.
If g ∈ G(r, n) and v ∈ I(r, n) we let
invv(g) = inv|v|(|g|),
and
< g, v >=
n∑
i=1
zi(g)zi(v) ∈ Zr.
Theorem 2.2. Let M
def
=
⊕
v∈I(r,n)CCv and ̺ : G(r, n)→ GL(M) be defined by
̺(g)(Cv)
def
= ζ<g,v>r (−1)
invv(g)C|g|v|g|−1 .
Then (M,̺) is a Gelfand model for G(r, n).
Theorem 2.2 motivates the following definition. We call the map v 7→ |g|v|g|−1
the absolute conjugation by g on G(r, n). This map gives rise to an action of G(r, n)
on itself that we still call absolute conjugation.
3. Some tools in the combinatorial representation theory of Bn
As mentioned in the introduction, we will now focus our treatment on the special
case Bn = G(2, n). The main result of this section is Proposition 3.3 which is an
extension of an idea appearing in [7] and will be of crucial importance to prove
Theorem 1.2.
First of all we observe that, since Bn is given by real matrices, the absolute
involutions in Bn are exactly the involutions in Bn. So, to understand our results,
we need to describe and parametrize the Sn-conjugacy classes of involutions in Bn
explicitly. To this aim, for all v ∈ I(2, n) we let
• fix0(v)
def
= |{i : i > 0 and v(i) = i}|;
• fix1(v)
def
= |{i : i > 0 and v(i) = −i}|;
• pair0(v)
def
= |{(i, j) : 0 < i < j, v(i) = j and v(j) = i}|;
• pair1(v)
def
= |{(i, j) : 0 < i < j, v(i) = −j and v(j) = −i}|.
For example, if v = [(3, 2, 1, 8, 9, 6, 7, 4, 5); 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1] which is equivalent,
in the window notation, to v = [−3, 2,−1, 8,−9,−6, 7, 4,−5], we have fix0(v) = 2,
fix1(v) = 1, pair0(v) = 1 and pair1(v) = 2.
Proposition 3.1. Two involutions v, w of Bn are Sn-conjugate if and only if
fix0(v) = fix0(w), pair0(v) = pair0(w),
fix1(v) = fix1(w), pair1(v) = pair1(w).
Furthermore, given an involution v in Bn, let Sh(v) = (λ, µ). Then λ has fix0(v)
columns of odd length and fix0(v) + 2 pair0(v) boxes, while µ has fix1(v) columns of
odd length and fix1(v) + 2 pair1(v) boxes.
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Proof. The first part is clear, since conjugation of a cycle by an element in Sn does
not alter the number of negative entries in the cycle. The second part follows easily
from the corresponding result for the symmetric group due to Schu¨tzenberger (see
[10] or [11, Exercise 7.28]) and the definition of the generalized Robinson-Schensted
correspondence given in §2. 
We can thus name the Sn-conjugacy classes of the involutions of Bn in this way:
cf0,f1,p0,p1
def
= {v ∈ I(2, n) : fix0(v) = f0; fix1(v) = f1; pair0(v) = p0; pair1(v) = p1},
where f0, f1, p0, p1 ∈ N are such that f0 + f1 + 2p0 + 2p1 = n. The description
given of the Sn-conjugacy classes ensures that the subspace of M generated by the
involutions v ∈ Bn with fix0(v) = fix1(v) = 0 - which is non trivial if n is even only
- is a Bn-submodule. The crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is the partial
result regarding this submodule.
Given λ ∈ Fer(n) we let
R−λ
def
= {σ ∈ Fer(n− 1) : σ is obtained by deleting one box from λ}
R+λ
def
= {σ ∈ Fer(n+ 1) : σ is obtained by adding one box to λ}
Moreover, if (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, n), we let
R−λ,µ
def
= {(σ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, n− 1) : σ ∈ R−λ } ∪ {(λ, τ) ∈ Fer(2, n− 1) : τ ∈ R
−
µ }
R+λ,µ
def
= {(σ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, n+ 1) : σ ∈ R+λ } ∪ {(λ, τ) ∈ Fer(2, n+ 1) : τ ∈ R
+
µ }
We always identify Bn as a subgroup of Bn+1 by
Bn = {g ∈ Bn+1 : g(n+ 1) = n+ 1}.
Theorem 3.2. (Branching rule for Bn) Let (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, n).
Then the following holds:
ρλ,µ ↓Bn−1=
⊕
(σ,τ)∈R−
λ,µ
ρσ,τ
ρλ,µ ↑
Bn+1=
⊕
(σ,τ)∈R+
λ,µ
ρσ,τ .
Proof. See [6, §3]. 
Before stating the main result of this section we need some further notation. A
diagram (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, n) will be called even if both λ and µ have all rows of even
length.
If φ and ψ are representations of a group G, we say that φ contains ψ if ψ is
isomorphic to a subrepresentation of φ.
Proposition 3.3. Let Πm be representations of B2m, m ranging in N. Then the
following are equivalent:
a) for every m, Πm is isomorphic to the direct sum of all the irreducible rep-
resentations of B2m indexed by even diagrams of Fer(2, 2m), each of such
representations occurring once;
b) for every m,
b0) Π0 is 1-dimensional (and B0 is the group with 1 element);
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b1) the module Πm contains the irreducible representations ρι2m,∅ and ρ∅,ι2m
of B2m, where ιk denotes the single-rowed Ferrers diagram with k
boxes;
b2) the following isomorphism holds:
(1) Πm ↓B2m−1∼= Πm−1 ↑
B2m−1 .
We explicitely observe that we are dealing here with even diagrams, i.e., with
rows of even length. What we will need later are diagrams with columns of even
length. This is a harmless difference which simplifies our computations and will be
solved in §4.
Proof. a)⇒ b). Conditions b0) and b1) follow immediately.
Let us now compare Πm ↓B2m−1 and Πm−1 ↑
B2m−1 . The branching rule ensures
that Πm ↓B2m−1 contains exactly the ρλ,µ’s where the diagram (λ, µ) has exactly one
row of odd length. Furthermore, the pair (α, β) such that R−α,β ∋ (λ, µ) is uniquely
determined: to obtain it, it will only be allowed to add a box to the unique odd row
of the diagram (λ, µ). This means that Πm ↓B2m−1 is the multiplicity-free direct
sum of all the representations of B2m−1 indexed by diagrams in Fer(2, 2m−1) with
exactly one row of odd length.
Arguing analogously for Πm−1 ↑B2m−1 , we can infer that it contains exactly the
same irreducible representations with multiplicity 1 and it is thus isomorphic to
Πm ↓B2m−1 .
b)⇒ a) Let us argue by induction.
The case m = 0 is given by b0). Let’s see also the case m = 1. We know that
Π1 ↓B1∼= Π0 ↑
B1∼= ρι1,∅ ⊕ ρ∅,ι1 . But Π1 contains ρι2,∅ and ρ∅,ι2 by b1), and the
isomorphism (
ρι2,∅ ⊕ ρ∅,ι2
)
↓B1∼= ρι1,∅ ⊕ ρ∅,ι1
∼= Π0 ↑
B1
ensures that
Π1 ∼= ρι2,∅ ⊕ ρ∅,ι2 .
Let us show that, if Πm−1 is the direct sum of all the representations indexed
by even diagrams, the same holds for Πm. For notational convenience, we let
Λm
def
= {(λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, 2m) : ρλ,µ is a subrepresentation of Πm}
First we shall see that, if (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, 2m) is an even diagram, then (λ, µ) ∈ Λm.
The set Fer(2, 2m) is totally ordered in this way: given two pairs (λ, µ), (σ, τ) ∈
Fer(2, 2m), we let (λ, µ) < (σ, τ) if one of the following holds:
i) λ < σ lexicographically;
ii) λ = σ and µ < τ lexicographically.
We observe that (ι2m, ∅) is the maximum element of Fer(2, 2m) with respect to
this order.
We claim that if (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, 2m) is such that:
i) (λ, µ) is even;
ii) (λ, µ) /∈ {(ι2m, ∅), (∅, ι2m)};
iii) (σ, τ) ∈ Λm for all (σ, τ) ∈ Fer(2, 2m) such that (σ, τ) is even and (σ, τ) >
(λ, µ).
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Then (λ, µ) ∈ Λm.
As we already know that (ι2m, ∅) and (∅, ι2m) are contained in Λm, once proved
the claim, all the even pairs will.
Proof of the claim. Let (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, 2m) be an even diagram satisfying i), ii) and
iii). Then the pair (λ, µ) has at least two rows. We let (σ, τ) ∈ Fer(2, 2m) be the
pair obtained from (λ, µ) by deleting two boxes in the last non-zero row and adding
two boxes to the first non-zero row.
As (σ, τ) > (λ, µ), we have (σ, τ) ∈ Λm, so the isomorphism (1), the induction
hypothesis and the branching rule lead to the following:
(2) ∀ (η, θ) ∈ R−σ,τ , R
+
η,θ ∩ Λm = {(σ, τ)}.
Now let (α, β) ∈ Fer(2, 2m−1) be obtained from (λ, µ) by deleting one box in the
last nonzero row. Our induction hypothesis ensures that ρα,β is a subrepresentation
of Πm−1 ↑B2m−1 with multiplicity one. So the isomorphism (1) implies that
(3) there exists a unique (γ, δ) ∈ Fer(2, 2m) such that {(γ, δ)} = R+α,β ∩ Λm.
The claim will be proved if we show that (γ, δ) = (λ, µ).
The pair (γ, δ) is obtained from (α, β) by adding a single box, since (γ, δ) ∈ R+α,β.
If such box is not added in the first or in the last non zero rows of (α, β) then (γ, δ)
has two rows of odd length and one can check that R−γ,δ contains at least a diagram
with three rows of odd length. This contradicts (1).
Now assume that (γ, δ) is obtained by adding a box in the first nonzero row of
(α, β). If we let (η, θ) be the pair obtained from (λ, µ) by deleting two boxes in the
last nonzero row and adding one box in the first nonzero row, we have (η, θ) ∈ R−σ,τ ,
and R+η,θ ∩ Λm ⊇ {(σ, τ), (γ, δ)} which contradicts (2).
Therefore (γ, δ) is obtained by adding a box in the last nonzero row of (α, β),
i.e. (γ, δ) = (λ, µ) and the claim is proved.
We have just proved that if we let Πevenm be the multiplicity free sum of all
irreducible representations of B2m indexed by even diagrams we have that Π
even
m is
a subrepresentation of Πm. The result follows since we also have
Πevenm ↓B2m−1∼= Πm−1 ↑
B2m−1 ,
and so, in particular, dim(Πevenm ) = dim(Πm).

4. A partial result for Bn
In the process of proving our main results we use the following auxiliary repre-
sentation of Bn on M :
ϕ(g) :M →M
Cv 7→ (−1)
<g,v>C|g|v|g|−1 .
Notice that the representation ϕ is just like the representation ̺ of the model (M,̺),
apart from the factor (−1)invv(g).
Let Mm be the subspace of M spanned by the elements Cv as v varies among
all involutions in B2m such that fix0(v) = fix1(v) = 0:
Mm
def
=
⊕
p0+p1=m
M(c0,0,p0,p1).
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The main task of this section is to show that the representations (Mm, ϕ) satisfy
the conditions of Proposition 3.3.
We first prove that the representation (Mm, ϕ) satisfies condition b1) of Propo-
sition 3.3. In fact, we will show explicitly that (Mm, ϕ) contains all irreducible
representations indexed by a pair of 1-rowed Ferrers diagrams.
Recall from Proposition 2.1 that the irreducible representations ofBn are parametrized
by pairs (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, n), and that we have in this case
(4) ρλ,µ ≃ Ind
Bn
Bs×Bn−s
(ρ˜λ ⊙ (γn−s ⊗ ρ˜µ)) ,
where s = |λ|.
For S ⊆ [2m] let
∆S
def
= {g ∈ I(2, 2m) : fix0(g) = fix1(g) = 0 and {i ∈ [n] : zi(g) = 0} = S},
and
CS =
∑
v∈∆S
Cv ∈M.
Lemma 4.1. For all p0, p1 ∈ N such that p0 + p1 = m, the subspace of Mm
spanned by all CS with |S| = 2p0, is an irreducible submodule of (Mm, ϕ) affording
the representation ρι2p0 ,ι2p1 .
Proof. Let us consider the 1-dimensional subspace CC[2p0] of Mm.
Let us identify the subgroup B2p0 ×B2p1 of B2m with the group of the elements
permuting ”separately” the first 2p0 integers and the remaining 2p1 integers:
B2p0 ×B2p1 ≃ {g ∈ B2m : |g|(i) ∈ [2p0] ∀ i ∈ [2p0]},
and we let ψ = ϕ|B2p0×B2p1 . We have
ψ(g1, g2)(C[2p0]) = ψ(g1, g2)
( ∑
v∈∆[2p0]
Cv
)
=
∑
v∈∆[2p0]
ψ(g1, g2)(Cv)
=
∑
v∈∆[2p0]
(−1)<g2,v>|g1g2|v|g1g2|
−1 =
∑
v∈∆[2p0]
(−1)z(g2)|g1g2|v|g1g2|
−1
= (−1)z(g2)
∑
v∈∆[2p0]
|g1g2|v|g1g2|
−1 = (−1)z(g2)C[2p0],
since, clearly, the map v 7→ |g1g2|v|g1g2|−1 is a permutation of ∆[2p0]. Therefore,
we have that (CC[2p0], ψ) is a representation of B2p0×B2p1 and that it is isomorphic
to the representation ρ˜ι2p0 ⊙ (γ2p1 ⊗ ρ˜ι2p1 ). By the description of the irreducible
representations of Bn given in (4) we have that
IndB2mB2p0×B2p1
(CC[2p0], ψ)
∼= ρι2p0 ,ι2p1 .
Now we can observe that, by construction, B2p0 ×B2p1 is the stabilizer in B2m of
v with respect to the absolute conjugation and that
{CS : |S| = 2p0} = {C ∈Mm : C =
∑
v∈∆[2p0]
C|g|v|g|−1 for some g ∈ B2m}.
From these facts we deduce that we also have
IndB2mB2p0×B2p1
(CC[2p0], ψ) =
⊕
S⊆[2m],|S|=2p0
CCS ,
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and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 4.2. For all m > 0, we have
(Mm, ϕ) ↓B2m−1∼= (Mm−1, ϕ) ↑
B2m−1 .
Proof. For brevity, for all p0, p1 ∈ N such that p0 + p1 = m, we denote the B2m-
module M(c0,0,p0,p1) with Mp0,p1 . Via the representation ϕ, the vector space Mm
naturally splits as a B2m-module as it does via ̺:
Mm =
⊕
p0+p1=m
Mp0,p1 .
We consider the action of B2m−1 on each class c0,0,p0,p1 and it is clear that
z2m(v) = z2m(|g|v|g|−1) for all v ∈ B2m and g ∈ B2m−1. In particular, each Mp0,p1
splits, as a B2m−1-module, into two submodules according to the color of 2m. More
precisely, if we denote by
M0p0,p1
def
= Span{Cv : v ∈ c0,0,p0,p1 and z2m(v) = 0};
M1p0,p1
def
= Span{Cv : v ∈ c0,0,p0,p1 and z2m(v) = 1},
we have
Mp0,p1 = M
0
p0,p1
⊕M1p0,p1
as B2m−1-modules, and hence we also have the following decomposition of Mm as
a B2m−1-module
Mm ↓B2m−1=
⊕
p0+p1=m
(
M0p0,p1
⊕
M1p0,p1
)
.
Let us consider the involutions v0p0,p1 , with p0 6= 0, and v
1
p0,p1
, with p1 6= 0, given
by
v0p0,p1
def
= [(2, 1, 4, 3, ..., 2m, 2m− 1); 0, 0, ...0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(p0−1)
, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p1
, 0, 0)];
v1p0,p1
def
= [(2, 1, 4, 3, ..., 2m, 2m− 1); 0, 0, ...0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p0
, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p1
].
We observe thatM0p0,p1 andM
1
p0,p1
are spanned by all the elements Cv as v varies in
the S2m−1-conjugacy classes of v
0
p0,p1
and v1p0,p1 respectively, and so we can express
them as induced representations of linear representations of the stabilizers of these
elements with respect to the absolute conjugation in B2m−1. Namely, if we let
H0p0,p1
def
= {g ∈ B2m−1 : |g|v
0
p0,p1
|g|−1 = v0p0,p1},
H1p0,p1
def
= {g ∈ B2m−1 : |g|v
1
p0,p1
|g|−1 = v1p0,p1},
we have then
(M0p0,p1 , ϕ)
∼= Ind
B2m−1
H0p0,p1
(π0p0,p1) and (M
1
p0,p1
, ϕ) ∼= Ind
B2m−1
H1p0,p1
(π1p0,p1),
where
π0p0,p1 : H
0
p0,p1
→ C∗
g 7→ (−1)<g,v
0
p0,p1
> and
π1p0,p1 : H
1
p0,p1
→ C∗
g 7→ (−1)<g,v
1
p0,p1
>.
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Let us now turn to Mm−1: arguing as in Mm, we have
Mm−1 =
⊕
q0+q1=m−1
Mq0,q1 .
As above, Mq0,q1 can be written by means of an induction from the stabilizer of
an involution in c0,0,q0,q1 with respect to the absolute conjugation. For every q0, q1
such that q0 + q1 = m− 1, let us consider the vector uq0,q1 given by
uq0,q1
def
= [(2, 1, 4, 3, . . . , 2m− 2, 2m− 3); 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2q0
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2q1
]
and let
Kq0,q1
def
= {g ∈ B2m−2 : |g|uq0,q1 |g|
−1 = uq0,q1}.
Then
(Mq0,q1 , ϕ) = Ind
B2m−2
Kq0,q1
(πq0,q1),
where
πq0,q1 : Kq0,q1 → C
∗
g 7→ (−1)<g,uq0,q1>.
Summing up, observing that M00,m = M
1
m,0 = {0}, we have
Mm ↓B2m−1 =
⊕
p0+p1=m
(M0p0,p1 ⊕M
1
p0,p1
) =
⊕
q0+q1=m−1
(M0q0+1,q1 ⊕M
1
q0,q1+1)
∼=
⊕
q0+q1=m−1
(
Ind
B2m−1
H0q0+1,q1
(π0q0+1,q1)
⊕
Ind
B2m−1
H1q0,q1+1
(π1q0,q1+1)
)
and
Mm−1 ↑
B2m−1∼= Ind
B2m−1
B2m−2
( ⊕
q0+q1=m−1
Ind
B2m−2
Kq0,q1
(πq0,q1)
)
.
So, to prove the statement it is enough to show that⊕
q0+q1=m−1
(
Ind
B2m−1
H0q0+1,q1
(π0q0+1,q1)
⊕
Ind
B2m−1
H1q0,q1+1
(π1q0,q1+1)
)
∼= Ind
B2m−1
B2m−2
( ⊕
q0+q1=m−1
Ind
B2m−2
Kq0,q1
(πq0,q1)
)
.
As the induction commutes with the direct sum and has the transitivity property,
the last equality is equivalent to
(5) ⊕
q0+q1=m−1
(
Ind
B2m−1
H0q0+1,q1
(π0q0+1,q1)
⊕
Ind
B2m−1
H1q0 ,q1+1
(π1q0,q1+1)
)
∼=
⊕
q0+q1=m−1
Ind
B2m−1
Kq0,q1
(πq0,q1).
The choice of the vectors v0p0,p1 , v
1
p0,p1
and uq0,q1 leads to:
H0p0,p1 = {g ∈ B2m−1 : |g| ∈ S2(p0−1) × S2p1 , |g|(i+ 1) = |g|(i)± 1 ∀ i odd, 0 < i < 2m};
H1p0,p1 = {g ∈ B2m−1 : |g| ∈ S2p0 × S2(p1−1), |g|(i+ 1) = |g|(i)± 1 ∀ i odd, 0 < i < 2m};
Kq0,q1 = {g ∈ B2m−2 : |g| ∈ S2q0 × S2(q1−1), |g|(i+ 1) = |g|(i)± 1 ∀ i odd, 0 < i < 2m− 2}
where, as usual Sh × Sk = {σ ∈ Sh+k : σ(i) ≤ h for all i ≤ h}. We therefore make
the crucial observation that
H0q0+1,q1 = H
1
q0,q1+1,
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so that to prove (5) it is enough to show that
(6) Ind
B2m−1
H1q0,q1+1
(
π0q0+1,q1
⊕
π1q0,q1+1
)
∼= Ind
B2m−1
Kq0,q1
(πq0,q1).
Now we also observe that Kq0,q1 is a subgroup of H
1
q0,q1+1 (of index 2), so that
the right-hand side of (6) becomes Ind
B2m−1
H1q0,q1+1
(
Ind
H1q0,q1+1
Kq0,q1
(πq0,q1)
)
and therefore
we are left to prove that
(7) π0q0+1,q1
⊕
π1q0,q1+1 = Ind
H1q0,q1+1
Kq0,q1
(πq0.q1).
If we let χ1 be the character of π
0
q0+1,q1
⊕
π1q0,q1+1 and χ2 be the character of
Ind
H1q0,q1+1
Kq0,q1
(πq0,q1) we only have to show that χ1(g) = χ2(g) for all g ∈ H
1
q0,q1+1.
We have
χ1(g) = (−1)
<g,v0q0+1,q1
> + (−1)<g,v
1
q0,q1+1
>
= (−1)
∑2m−2
i=2q0+1
zi(g) + (−1)
∑2m
i=2q0+1
zi(g)
= (1 + (−1)z2m−1(g))(−1)
∑2m−2
i=2q0+1
zi(g),
where we have used the fact that z2m(g) = 0, since g ∈ B2m−1.
As for the character χ2, we observe that Kq0,q1 is the subgroup of H
1
q0,q1+1 of all
the elements g with z2m−1(g) = 0. So we may take
C = {IdB2m−1 , σ
def
= [1, 2, . . . , 2m− 2,−(2m− 1), 2m]},
as a system of coset representatives of H1q0,q1+1/Kq0,q1 . Therefore the induced
character χ2 is given by
χ2(g) =
∑
h∈C
h−1gh∈Kp0,p1
χpiq0,q1 (h
−1gh).
Since g(2m− 1) = ±(2m− 1) we have that g /∈ Kq0,q1 ⇔ ∀h ∈ C, h
−1gh /∈ Kq0,q1 ,
and hence
χ2(g) = 0 ∀ g ∈ H
1
q0,q1+1|z2m−1(g) = 1,
which agrees with χ1(g).
So we are left to compute χ2(g), where g satisfies z2m−1(g) = 0. In this case we
have g(2m− 1) = 2m− 1 which implies σ−1gσ = g, and hence
χ2(g) = (−1)
<g,uq0,q1> + (−1)<σ
−1gσ,uq0,q1>
= 2(−1)<g,uq0,q1>
= 2(−1)
∑2m−2
i=2q0+1
zi(g).
We conclude that χ1(g) = χ2(g) for all g ∈ H1q0,q1+1, so (7) is satisfied and the
proof is complete. 
Theorem 4.3. For all m ∈ N, (Mm, ϕ) is a B2m-module isomorphic to the direct
sum of all the irreducible representations of B2m indexed by the even diagrams of
Fer(2, 2m), each of such representations occurring once.
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Proof. It is enough to check that the representations (Mm, ϕ) satisfy the conditions
b0), b1), b2) of Proposition 3.3.
Condition b0) is trivial.
In order to check condition b1), we have to find two submodules of Mm which
are isomorphic to the representations indexed by (ι2m, ∅) and (∅, ι2m). By Lemma
4.1, they correspond respectively to
ρι2m,∅ = (CC[2m], ϕ) and ρ∅,ι2m = (CC∅, ϕ).
Condition b2) is the content of Proposition 4.2 and the proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to fully describe the irreducible decomposition of the
submodules Mp0,p1 of Mm via the representation ϕ.
Theorem 4.4. We have
(Mp0,p1 , ϕ)
∼=
⊕
|λ|=2p0,|µ|=2p1
λ,µ with no odd rows
ρλ,µ.
Proof. We start by showing that there exist representations σ of S2p0 and τ of S2p1
such that
(8) (Mp0,p1 , ϕ)
∼= IndB2mB2p0×B2p1
(σ˜ ⊙ (γ2p1 ⊗ τ˜)),
where σ˜ and τ˜ are the natural extensions of σ and τ to B2p0 and to B2p1 , respec-
tively.
Recall the definition of ∆S given before the statement of Lemma 4.1. If we let
MS
def
= Span{Cv : v ∈ ∆S}, it is clear that
Mp0,p1 =M[2p0]
xB2m
B2p0×B2p1
.
Now, since
∆[2p0] = {v ∈ B2m : v is an involution in S2p0 ×−(S2p1)}
= {v : v = v′v′′with v′ involution in S2p0 and −v
′′ involution in S2p1},
we deduce the isomorphism of vector spaces M[2p0]
∼=M ′ ⊗M ′′, where
M ′ = Span{Cv′ : v
′ is an involution in S2p0}
and
M ′′ = Span{Cv′′ : v
′′ is an involution in S2p1},
the isomorphism being given by Cv′v′′ ↔ Cv′ ⊗C−v′′ . If g = (g′, g′′) ∈ B2p0 ×B2p1
and v = v′(−v′′) ∈ ∆[2p0] we have
ϕ(g)Cv′ ⊗ Cv′′ ↔ ϕ(g)Cv
= (−1)<g,v>C|g|v|g|−1
= (−1)<g
′′,−v′′>C|g′|v′|g′|−1|g′′|(−v′′)|g′′|−1
↔ C|g′|v′|g′|−1 ⊗ (−1)
z(g2)C|g2|v′′|g2|−1 .
and Equation (8) follows. Now the full result is a direct consequence of the irre-
ducible decomposition of the representations σ and τ , the description of the irre-
ducible representations given in (4), and Theorem 4.3. 
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The next goal is to describe the relationship between the irreducible decomposi-
tion of the representations ϕ and ̺.
Recall that ̺(g)(Cv) = (−1)invv(g)ϕ(g)(Cv); we will show that the factor (−1)invv(g)
simply exchanges the roles of rows and columns of the Ferrers diagrams appearing
in the irreducible decomposition of the B2m-modules (Mm, ϕ) and (Mm, ̺).
Lemma 4.5. For p0, p1 ∈ N with p0 + p1 = m let up0,p1 and Kp0,p1 be (as in
Proposition 4.2):
up0,p1 = [(2, 1, 4, 3, ..., 2m, 2m− 1); 0, 0, ...0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p0
, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p1
];
Kp0,p1 = {g ∈ B2m : |g| ∈ S2p0 × S2p1 , |g|(i+ 1) = |g|(i)± 1 ∀ i odd, 0 < i < 2m}.
Then, for every g ∈ Kp0,p1 , we have
invup0,p1 (g) ≡ inv(|g|) mod 2.
Proof. We can clearly assume that g = |g|. Let {i, j} be in Inv(g), but not in
Pair(|up0,p1 |). As up0,p1 is an involution satisfying fix0(up0,p1) = fix1(up0,p1) = 0,
there exist unique h and k such that {i, h} and {j, k} belong to Pair(|up0,p1 |). We
will show that {h, k} - which does not belong to Pair(|up0,p1 |) - is an element of
Inv(g). In this way, every pair {i, j} ∈ Inv(g) \ Pair(|up0,p1 |) can be associated to
exactly another, so |Inv(g) \ Pair(|up0,p1|)| is even and we get the result.
We can assume that i < j (hence g(i) > g(j)) throughout. Observe that we
know from the form of up0,p1 that i = h ± 1, and j = k ± 1, depending on the
parity of i and j. Nevertheless, in all cases, we always obtain h < k (since the four
integers i, j, h, k are distinct), so that the claim to prove is always g(h) > g(k). But
the definition of Kp0,p1 ensures that g(h) = g(i)±1 and g(k) = g(j)±1. The result
follows since g(i) > g(j), and the fact that the four integers g(i), g(j), g(h), g(k) are
distinct. 
We recall the following general result in representation theory. Let G be a finite
group, H < G. Let ϑ, τ be representations respectively of G and of H . We have
(9) (ϑ ↓H ⊗ τ) ↑
G∼= ϑ⊗ (τ ↑G).
Let us denote by σn the linear representation of Bn given by σn(g) = (−1)inv(|g|).
Lemma 4.6. For all (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, n) we have
σn(g)⊗ ρλ,µ = ρλ′,µ′ ,
where λ′ and µ′ denote the conjugate partitions of λ and µ respectively.
Proof. We recall the following well-known analogous fact for the symmetric group.
We have
(10) ǫ⊗ ρλ = ρλ′ ,
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where ǫ(g)
def
= (−1)inv(g) denotes the alternating representation. If we let k = |λ|
then, by Equations (9) and (10), we have
σn ⊗ ρλ,µ = σn ⊗ Ind
Bn
Bk×Bn−k
(ρ˜λ ⊙ (γn−k ⊗ ρ˜µ))
∼= IndBnBk×Bn−k
(
σn ↓Bk×Bn−k ⊗ (ρ˜λ ⊙ (γn−k ⊗ ρ˜µ))
)
= IndBnBk×Bn−k
(
(σn ↓Bk ⊗ ρ˜λ)⊙ (σn ↓Bn−k ⊗ γn−k ⊗ ρ˜µ)
)
= IndBnBk×Bn−k
(
˜(ǫ ⊗ ρλ)⊙ (γn−k ⊗ ˜(ǫ⊗ ρµ))
)
= IndBnBk×Bn−k
(
ρ˜λ′ ⊙ (γn−k ⊗ ρ˜µ′)
)
= ρλ′,µ′ ,
and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 4.7. We have
(Mp0,p1 , ̺)
∼=
⊕
|λ|=2p0,|µ|=2p1
λ,µ with no odd columns
ρλ,µ.
Proof. Let us consider the linear representation of Kp0,p1
(−1)invup0,p1 (g)πp0,p1(g) = (−1)
invup0,p1 (g)(−1)<g,up0,p1>.
We have
(Mp0,p1 , ̺) = ((−1)
invup0,p1 (g)πp0,p1)
xB2m
Kp0,p1
= ((−1)inv(|g|)πp0,p1)
xB2m
Kp0,p1
=
(
(−1)inv(|g|)
y
Kp0,p1
⊗ πp0,p1)
)xB2m
Kp0,p1
∼= (−1)inv(|g|) ⊗ (πp0,p1 ↑
B2m) = (−1)inv(|g|) ⊗ (Mp0,p1 , ϕ),
where we have used Lemma 4.5 in the first line and Equation (9) in the last line
of the previous equalities. Now the result follows from Lemma 4.6 and Theorem
4.4. 
5. Bn: the proof of the full result
In this section we will give a complete proof in the case of Bn of Theorem 1.2
that, by Proposition 3.1, can be restated in the following slightly different but
equivalent form.
Theorem 5.1. For all f0, f1, p0, p1 ∈ N such that f0 + f1+2p0+2p1 = n we have
(M(cf0,f1,p0,p1), ̺)
∼=
⊕
|λ|=2p0+f0,|µ|=2p1+f1
λ with exactly f0 odd columns
µ with exactly f1 odd columns
ρλ,µ.
Proof. Let m = p0 + p1 and consider the space M(c0,0,p0,p1): it is a B2m-module
via the representation
Πp0,p1
def
= (M(c0,0,p0,p1), ̺) = Ind
B2m
Kp0,p1
(τp0,p1),
where τp0,p1 is the linearKp0,p1 representation given by τp0,p1(g) = (−1)
inv(|g|)πp0,p1(g).
From Theorem 4.7, we know that it is the multiplicity-free direct sum of all repre-
sentations indexed by pairs of diagrams (λ, µ) where λ and µ have even columns
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only, and |λ| = 2p0, |µ| = 2p1.
We will first show that
(11) (M(cf0,f1,p0,p1), ̺) = Ind
Bn
B2m×Bn−2m(Πp0,p1 ⊙ ριf0 ,ιf1 ).
Let us argue with the same strategy as in §4. We define the involution u representing
the Sn-conjugacy class cf0,f1,p0,p1 as follows:
u = [(2, 1, 4, 3, . . . , 2m, 2m− 1, 2m+ 1, . . . , n); 0, . . . , 0,︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p0
1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p1
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
f0
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
f1
].
We have that the stabilizer of u with respect to the absolute conjugation is {g ∈
Bn : |g|u|g|−1 = u} = Kp0,p1 ×Bf0 ×Bf1 , and we can easily check that
(M(cf0,f1,p0,p1), ̺) = Ind
Bn
Kp0,p1×Bf0×Bf1
(
τp0,p1 ⊙ ριf0 ,∅ ⊙ ρ∅,ιf1
)
.
We recall the following identity of induced representations: if H < G and H ′ < G′
we have
(12) IndG×G
′
H×H′ (ρ⊙ ρ
′) = IndGH(ρ)⊙ Ind
G′
H′(ρ
′),
where ρ is a representation of H and ρ′ a representation of H ′. So we have
(M(cf0,f1,p0,p1), ̺) = Ind
Bn
Kp0,p1×Bf0×Bf1
(
τp0,p1 ⊙ ριf0 ,∅ ⊙ ρ∅,ιf1
)
= IndB
n
B2m×Bn−2m
(
Ind
B2m×Bn−2m
Kp0,p1×Bf0×Bf1
(τp0,p1 ⊙ ριf0 ,∅ ⊙ ρ∅,ιf1
)
= IndB
n
B2m×Bn−2m
(
IndB2mKp0,p1
(τp0,p1)⊙ Ind
Bn−2m
Bf×Bf1
(ριf0 ,∅ ⊙ ρ∅,ιf1 )
)
= IndB
n
B2m×Bn−2m(Πp0,p1 ⊙ ριf0 ,ιf1 )
and Equation (11) is achieved. Now the result follows from Theorem 4.7 and the
following result which is the analogue in type B of the well-known Pieri rule (see
[5, Lemma 6.1.3]). 
Proposition 5.2. Let ρλ,µ be any irreducible representation of Bm. Then
Ind
Bn+m
Bm×Bn
(ρλ,µ ⊙ ριf ,ιn−f ) =
⊕
ρν,ξ,
where the direct sum runs through all (ν, ξ) ∈ Fer(2, n+m) such that ν is obtained
from λ by adding f boxes to its Ferrers diagram, no two in the same column, and
ξ is obtained from µ by adding n − f boxes to its Ferrers diagram, no two in the
same column.
Example 5.3. For every f0, f1 ∈ [0, n], with f0 + f1 = n let us consider the
set Sh(cf0,f1,0,0). Since ιk is the only k-boxed diagram with k odd columns,
Sh(cf0,f1,0,0) contains the pair (ιf0 , ιf1) only. Thus we can explicitly find in (M,̺)
the subspace Vιf0 ,ιf1 affording the representation ριf0 ,ιf1 : thanks to Theorem 1.2,
Vιf0 ,ιf1 = M(cf0,f1,0,0) = Ind
Bn
Bf0×Bf1
(CCuf0 ,f1,0,0).
uf0,f1,0,0 being the involution
uf0,f1,0,0 = [1, 2, . . . , f0,−(f0 + 1), . . . ,−n].
In other words
Vιf0 ,ιf1 = Span{Cv : v ∈ Bn, |v| = Id, #{i : z(i) = 0} = f0, #{i : z(i) = 1} = f1}.
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Example 5.4. Let v = [−6, 4, 3, 2,−5,−1] = [(6, 4, 3, 2, 5, 1); 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1] ∈ B6.
Then f0 = f1 = p0 = p1 = 1 and the Sn-conjugacy class c of v has 180 elements.
Then the Bn-module M(c) is given by the sum of the irreducible representations
indexed by (λ, µ) ∈ Fer(2, n) such that both λ and µ are partitions of 3 and have
exactly one column of odd length. In particular
M(c) ∼= ρ(
,
) ⊕ ρ(
,
) ⊕ ρ(
,
) ⊕ ρ(
,
).
6. The general case of wreath products
In this section we will treat the general case G = G(r, n). To prove Theorem 1.2,
we will be handling the same tools already used in the case of Bn. Nevertheless,
as some of the results need to be slightly generalized, we will provide an outline of
the whole argument in this wider setting.
Let M be the model for G(r, n) described in Theorem 2.2. Let ϕ be the repre-
sentation defined analogously to the case of Bn:
ϕ(g) :M →M
Cv 7→ (−1)
<g,v>C|g|v|g|−1 .
The Sn-conjugacy classes of absolute involutions of G(r, n) are indexed by 2r-plets
(f0, . . . , fr−1, p0, . . . , pr−1) satisfying f0+ · · ·+fr−1+2(p0+ · · ·+pr−1) = n. These
are given by
cf0,...,fr−1,p0,...,pr−1 = {v ∈ I(r, n) : fixi(v) = fi and pairi(v) = pi ∀i ∈ [0, r − 1]}.
where
fixi(v) = |{j ∈ [n] : v(j) = ζ
i
rj}|
pairi(v) = |{(h, k) : 1 ≤ h < k ≤ n, v(h) = ζ
i
rk and v(k) = ζ
i
rh}|.
The main idea is, again, focusing on the submodule with no fixed points first. Our
half-way result is
Theorem 6.1. Let Mm,r be the subspace of M spanned by the elements Cv as
v varies among all involutions in G(r, 2m) such that fix0(v) = fix1(v) = . . . =
fixr−1(v) = 0:
Mm,r
def
=
⊕
p0+···+pr−1=m
M(c0,...,0,p0,...,pr−1).
Then (Mm,r, ϕ) is a G(r, 2m)-module isomorphic to the direct sum of all the ir-
reducible representations of G(r, 2m) indexed by the diagrams of Fer(r, 2m) whose
rows have an even number of boxes, each of such representations occurring once.
We state here the G(r, n)-generalized version of Proposition 3.3, which will be
applied to Mm,r.
Proposition 6.2. Let Πrm be representations of G(r, 2m), m ranging in N. Then
the following are equivalent:
a) for every m, Πrm is the direct sum of all the irreducible representations of
G(r, 2m) indexed by r-plets of even diagrams, each of such representations
occurring once;
b) for every m,
b0) Πr0 is unidimensional;
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b1) the module Πrm contains the irreducible representations of G(r, 2m)
indexed by the r r-plets of diagrams (∅, . . . , ∅, ι2m, ∅, . . . , ∅).
b2) the following isomorphism holds:
(13) Πrm ↓G(r,2m−1)∼= Π
r
m−1 ↑
G(r,2m−1);
Here is the generalization of the branching rule for G(r, n), which is an essential
ingredient for the proof of Proposition 6.2. The rest of the proof does not present
any other significant change.
Theorem 6.3. Let (λ(0), . . . , λ(r−1)) ∈ Fer(r, n). Then the following holds:
ρλ(0),...,λ(r−1) ↓G(r,n−1)=
⊕
(µ(0),...,µ(r−1))∈R−
λ(0),...,λ(r−1)
ρµ(0),...,µ(r−1) ;
ρλ(0),...,λ(r−1) ↑
G(r,n+1)=
⊕
(µ(0),...,µ(r−1))∈R+
λ(0),...,λ(r−1)
ρµ(0),...,µ(r−1) ,
where we denote by R+
λ(0),...,λ(r−1)
the set of diagrams in Fer(r, n + 1) obtained by
adding one box to the diagram (λ(0), . . . , λ(r−1)), and similarly for R−
λ(0),...,λ(r−1)
.
Let us check thatMm,r satisfies properties b) of Proposition 6.2, so that Theorem
6.1 follows.
Property b0) is trivial and so we look for property b1): for S0, . . . , Sr−1 disjoint
subsets of [2m] such that ∪Si = [2m] we let
∆S0,...,Sr−1
def
= {v | v is an absolute involution of G(r, 2m) with:
fix0(v) = . . . = fixr−1(v) = 0; zi(v) = j iff i ∈ Sj},
and
CS0,...,Sr−1 =
∑
v∈∆S0,...,Sr−1
Cv ∈M.
Lemma 6.4. The subspace of Mm,r spanned by all CS0,...,Sr−1 , with |Si| = pi, is
an irreducible submodule of (Mm,r, ϕ) affording the representation ρι2p0 ,...,ι2pr−1 .
Proof. This proof can be carried on in the same way as in the case of Bn, relying
on Proposition 2.1. 
Let us turn to property b2). We have to check that
Mm,r ↓G(r,2m−1)∼=Mm−1,r ↑
G(r,2m−1) .
We let Mp0,...,pr−1 = M(c0,...,0,p0,...,pr−1). First of all, the following decomposition
holds:
Mm,r ↓G(r,2m−1) =
⊕
p0+···+pr−1=m
Mp0,...,pr−1 ↓G(r,2m−1)
=
⊕
p0+···+pr−1=m
r−1⊕
j=o
M jp0,...,pr−1 ,
M jp0,...,pr−1 being the submodule of Mp0,...,pr−1 spanned by the absolute involutions
v such that z2m(v) = j.
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As the module M jp0,...,pr−1 is trivial whenever pj = 0, we can reduce ourselves to⊕
q0+···+qr−1=m−1
r−1⊕
j=o
M jq0,...,qj+1,...,qr−1
We introduce the absolute involution
vjq0,...,qr−1
def
= [(2, 1, 4, 3, ..., 2m, 2m−1); 0, 0, ...0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2q0
, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2q1
, . . . , j, . . . , j︸ ︷︷ ︸
2qj
, . . . , r − 1, . . . , r − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2qr−1
, j, j].
Its stabilizer with respect to the absolute conjugation does not depend on j: it is
the subgroup of G(r, 2m− 1) given by
Hq0,...,qr−1 = {g ∈ G : |g| ∈ S2q0×. . .×S2qr−1 , |g|(i+1) = |g|(i)±1 ∀ i odd, 0 < i < 2m}.
Thus, our module can be written as⊕
q0,...,qr−1=m−1
r−1⊕
j=o
M jq0,...,qj+1,...,qr−1 =
⊕
q0+···+qr−1=m−1
r−1⊕
j=o
(C vjq0,...,qr−1)
xG(r,2m−1)
Hq0,...,qr−1
.
As for the right side of the isomorphism, we have
Mm−1,r ↑
G(r,2m−1)=
⊕
q0+···+qr−1=m−1
Mq0,...,qr−1
xG(r,2m−1).
We choose this time
uq0,...,qr−1
def
= [(2, 1, 4, 3, ..., 2m− 2, 2m− 3); 0, 0, ...0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2q0
, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2q1
, . . . , r − 1, . . . , r − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2qr−1
],
whose stabilizer with respect to the absolute conjugation in G(r, 2(m− 1)) is
Kq0,...,qr−1 = {g ∈ G : |g| ∈ S2q0×. . .×S2qr−1 , |g|(i+1) = |g|(i)±1 ∀ i odd, 0 < i < 2m−2}.
We observe that Kq0,...,qr−1 is a subgroup of index r in Hq0,...,qr−1 , and a system of
coset representatives is given by
C = {σi
def
= [Id; 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2(m−1)
, i, 0]}i=0,...,r−1.
So we can split the induction into two steps, and we get
Mm−1,r ↑
G(r,2m−1) =
⊕
q0+···+qr−1=m−1
Mq0,...,qr−1
xG(r,2m−1)
=
⊕
q0+···+qr−1=m−1
(Cuq0,...,qr−1)
xG(r,2m−1)
Kq0,...,qr−1
=
⊕
q0+···+qr−1=m−1
(
(Cuq0,...,qr−1)
xHq0,...,qr−1
Kq0,...,qr−1
)xG(r,2m−1)
Hq0,...,qr−1
So we are enquiring if⊕
q0+···+qr−1=m−1
r−1⊕
j=o
(
C vjq0,...,qr−1
)xG(r,2m−1)
Hq0 ,...,qr−1
∼=
⊕
q0+···+qr−1=m−1
(
(Cuq0,...,qr−1)
xHq0,...,qr−1
Kq0,...,qr−1
)xG(r,2m−1)
Hq0,...,qr−1
,
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and all we need to show is that
r−1⊕
j=o
C vjq0,...,qr−1
∼= (Cuq0,...,qr−1)
xHq0,...,qr−1
Kq0,...,qr−1
as Hq0,...,qr−1 -modules.
Let us compute characters. The character χ1 of the representation on the left is
given by
χ1(g) =
r−1∑
j=0
ζ
<g,vjq0,...,qr−1
>
r = ζ
<g,uq0 ,...,qr−1>
r
r−1∑
j=0
ζ
jz2m−1(g)
r
=
{
0 if z2m−1(g) 6= 0;
rζ
<g,uq0 ,...,qr−1>
r if z2m−1(g) = 0.
As for the character χ2 of the representation on the right, we have
χ2(g) =
∑
h∈C
h−1gh∈Bq0,...,qr−1
χ(h−1gh)
=
{
0 if z2m−1(g) 6= 0;
rζ
<g,uq0 ,...,qr−1>
r if z2m−1(g) = 0,
so the two characters agree and the representations are isomorphic.
So we know that the modules Mm.r satisfy the conditions of Proposition 6.2 and
to complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, generalizing what was done for Bn, it suffices
to show that there exist representations σ0 of S2p0 , . . . , σr−1 of S2pr−1 such that
(14)
(Mp0,...,pr−1 , ϕ)
∼= Ind
G(r,2m)
G(r,2p0)×...G(r,2pr−1)
(σ˜0⊙(γ2(p1)⊗ σ˜1)⊙· · ·⊙(γ
r−1
2(pr−1)
⊗ σ˜r−1)),
where the σ˜i’s are the natural extensions of σi to G(r, 2pi).
If we set Si
def
= [p0 + · · ·+ pi−1 + 1, p0 + · · ·+ pi−1 + pi], we consider the vector
space MS0,...,Sr−1
def
= Span{Cv : v ∈ ∆S0,...,Sr−1}. We have
Mp0,...,pr−1 = MS0,...,Sr−1 ↑
G(r,2m)
G(r,2p0)×···×G(r,2pr−1)
.
Let us define Mi
def
= Span{Cvi : vi is an involution in S2pi}. Then
MS0,...,Sr−1
∼= M0 × · · · ×Mr−1
Cv0,...,vr−1 7→ Cv0 ⊗ ζrCv1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ζ
r−1
r Cvr−1
Arguing as for Bn, let g = g0, g1, . . . , gr−1 ∈ G(r, 2p0)× · · · ×G(r, 2pr−1). We get
ϕ(g)Cv0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cvr−1 ↔ ϕ(g)Cv = (ζr)
<g,v>C|g|v|g|−1
↔ C|g0|v0|g0|−1 ⊗ (ζr)
z(g1)C|g1|v1|g1|−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (ζr)
(r−1)z(gr−1)C|gr−1|vr−1|gr−1|−1
and Equation (14) is achieved. Our claim follows from the irreducible decomposition
of the representations σi, the ption of the irreducible representations of G(r, n) in
Proposition 2.1, and Theorem 6.1.
Before leaving the module Mm,r with no fixed points and going on to study the
decomposition of the whole model M , we only need to show that stepping from ϕ
to ̺ is just like exchanging rows and columns. Up to obvious modifications, this
result can be attained just as it was done in the case of Bn, so we will not treat it.
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Summing up, at this point we can give for granted that:
(15) (Mp0,...,pr−1 , ̺)
∼=
⊕
|λi|=2pi
λi with no odd columns
ρλ0,...,λr−1 .
Let us take a step forward towards the proof of Theorem 1.2: we are now dealing
with the modulesM(cf0,...,fr−1,p0,...,pr−1), where f0+. . .+fr−1+2p0, . . .+2pr−1 = n.
Let p0 + . . .+ pr−1 = m and let us consider the G(r, 2m)-module
Πp0,...,pr−1
def
=
(
Mp0,...,pr−1 , ̺
)
.
We know its irreducible decomposition from (15). Arguing as above, we can infer
that
(16) (M(cf0,...fr−1,p0,...p′r−1), ̺)
∼= Ind
G(r,n)
G(r,2m)×G(r,n−2m)(Π
p0,...,pr−1
m,r ⊙ ριf0 ,...,ιfr−1 ),
and Theorem 1.2 follows from the G(r, n)-version of Pieri rule.
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